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@ work



For the impatient:

Join us now at

uccsc.slack.com

# slacktalk

Format: username-campus
rchadwick-ucsd



Wait, why slack?



What is 

➔  ROBOTS!

➔ Staying 
connected

➔ Communication



NASA’s JPL 
uses Slack

also, bots

➔  ROBOTS!





Desktop → Mobile → Email

Notifications

➔ Staying connected



➔ Communication



 is not?

A magic bullet



Carry-on baggage only

Aggregator of stuffs

Replacement of stuffs

If you have to read every word of every tweet on your 
timeline, or email … applying the same behavior to Slack may 
result in higher stress



Slack is a tool
Tools can be used wrong

#Slacklash 
slacklash.com



Benefits of               ing off

No checking 
email 10x an 
hour to track a 
conversation

Easy and 
powerful 
search & 
archives

Seamless 
transition 
between 
desktop & 
mobile

Quotes for illustration purposes only



Detriments of               ing off

NotificationsNew accountsThe CLOUUUD

^ this is really how many slack 
accounts I have



Scripps IT Slack Stats ➔ 20 full members
➔ 15 integrations
➔ 34 channels (public & private)



Library Slack Stats

127 full members (Library staff)
26 restricted & guest accounts 
60 “public” channels

Priceless - The number of meetings and emails 
we have avoided



CLISA Slack Stats



Devops? Nah, the new hotness is Chatops

Oops, error correction

Deploy failed

All inline, Dev manager 
pings Developer

Dev asks Ops to try and 
deploy again

Success, and celebration ensues



Hey, 
don’t

 

forg
et!



Security

Data Encryption In-Transit

2 Factor Authentication

SSO (paid)

Access Logging (paid)

Restrictions on exporting depending on tier

Private can’t be made public (but reverse is ok)

For more details: https://slack.com/security-practices

Slac
k b

oun
cer



.edu pricing 
$1/member/mo



Wait, why are you only paying for 52 users?

For more information https://get.slack.help/hc/en-us/articles/201723133-Billing-FAQ#inactive-team-members



And now, some 
entertainment...





And then, /giphy

/giphy random

/giphy weird

/giphy ridiculous



/collapse



/shrug
¯\_(ツ)_/¯

(yes, that’s a real command)



fin





Robyn Chadwick--Scripps IT 
robyn@ucsd.edu

Tim Marconi--Library    
tmarconi@ucsd.edu


